
Case 2: Disagreement Between Nurse and Client
Respect for the client's right of choice anticipates the possibility that the client will choose something that the nurse believes less than optimal, if not positively harmful. Clients may reject or refuse a proposed plan of care for any number of reasons. Quality of life considerations might come into play. The client may be afraid of the proposed treatment because it will involve some pain. There may be concern about draining family resources and being a burden to others.
Whatever the basis of the difference of opinion, nurses find it difficult to care for a client who refuses to cooperate with the treatment plan that they think is best. Schultz and Schultz (1988, p. 46) make the point that conflict with a client makes health professionals feel vulnerable, both because the conflict may become a power struggle and because the client is rejecting what the health professional has to offer. Committed to benefiting the client, and feeling certain in their knowledge of what is best for the client, nurses may find themselves torn between acting paternalistically and respecting autonomy. The following case illustrates such a tension:
Mary Grange and Fran Lapointe work for the Victorian Order of Nurses (VON) and care for people in the community. One of
their clients, Mrs. Black, is paraplegic and, among other things,
needs help getting in and out of bed. Mary visits her in the morning to help her out of bed and into her wheelchair, and Fran returns in the evening to settle her for the night.
Recently, Mrs. Black developed a pressure sore on her buttock. Mary and Fran advised her to stay off of it in order to promote healing, but she adamantly refused. Meanwhile, the sore got larger. Mary and Fran became convinced that Mrs. Black needs a few weeks of bed rest in order for the sore to heal. Once again, they warned her of the seriousness of the situation, but to no avail. "It's my life," Mrs. Black responded, "and I'll live it my way!"
Mary and Fran are frustrated and would like to refuse to get Mrs. Black out of bed each day, thereby forcing her to stay off the area. However, they are not sure that this would be ethical.

